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Abstract: Software defined networking (SDN) is an emerging network paradigm that decouples
the control plane from the data plane. The data plane is composed of forwarding elements called
switches and the control plane is composed of controllers. SDN is gaining popularity from industry
and academics due to its advantages such as centralized, flexible, and programmable network
management. The increasing number of traffics due to the proliferation of the Internet of Thing (IoT)
devices may result in two problems: (1) increased processing load of the controller, and (2) insufficient
space in the switches’ flow table to accommodate the flow entries. These problems may cause
undesired network behavior and unstable network performance, especially in large-scale networks.
Many solutions have been proposed to improve the management of the flow table, reducing controller
processing load, and mitigating security threats and vulnerabilities on the controllers and switches.
This paper provides comprehensive surveys of existing schemes to ensure SDN meets the quality of
service (QoS) demands of various applications and cloud services. Finally, potential future research
directions are identified and discussed such as management of flow table using machine learning.

Keywords: SDN; OpenFlow; rule management; update operation; security threat

1. Introduction

The number of internet-connected or Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and traffic flow volume in
the internet has significantly increased and continues to grow. According to Pierre et al. [1], the number
of active internet-connected devices was 26.66 billion in 2019. The annual global network traffic
flow as of 2018 amounted to 19.01 exabytes per month and is expected to reach 77.5 exabytes per
month by 2022 worldwide [1]. The data flows are coming mostly from IoT devices and stored in
data centers, which provide various and increasing kinds of cloud services to users. Managing the
internet and data centers to meet the expanding demands of emerging applications such as real-time
has become a big challenge in traditional networking. The integration of control and forwarding
logic in routers and switches in traditional networking introduces some limitations and inflexibility in
managing and monitoring the networks to configure the optimum quality of service (QoS) provisioning.
The configuration of policies (e.g., firewall and routing policies) required network operators to adhere
to the vendor-specific interfaces of routers and switches to configure the device [1]. Adjustments to
the network have to be made by the network administrator more conveniently and promptly to cope
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with dynamic network behaviors such as fault management and load changes [2]. Despite the wide
adoption of internet protocol (IP) based networks, automatic reconfiguration and response to network
changes are difficult in the current conventional networks, according to Kreutz et al. [2].

SDN decouples the control plane (networking logic) from the data plane (forwarding logic) [3].
The control plane consists of controllers acting as a network operating system and the data plane
consists of switches, which mainly forward packets to the next hop. The controller is responsible for
maintaining the global network state in real-time. The separation between control and data planes
is achieved using a standard communication interface such as OpenFlow [4]. OpenFlow switches
have Flow Table, which is commonly implemented with Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM) technology. Typically, a flowtable is populated with rules or policies such as quality of
service (QoS), access control lists (ACLs), and IP route tables for fast-forwarding. However, TCAM is
power-hungry, expensive, and available in limited space or capacity that can only accommodate from
750 to 20,000 flow entries [5,6]. Thus, the flow table is relatively small compared to the number of
required rules. The centralized architecture of SDN and space limitations of the flow table introduce
some performance and security issues. Attackers may overwhelm the flow table with multiple denial
of service (DoS) attacks and manipulate the controller to refuse writing legitimate flow entries [7].
Mitigating the DoS attacks requires the installation of a large number of access control list (ACL)
distributed rules while TCAM is available in only limited capacity or space.

SDN controller populates or updates the flow table reactively or proactively upon occurrence of
some events. In a reactive approach, the controller does not populate the flow table with any rules when
network operation begins. Whenever packets arrive at switches during network operation, rules will
be installed into the flow table by the controller. For the proactive approach, the controller will install
flow entries in the flow table in advance, when network operation begins. The selection of rules is
imperative in maximizing network performance especially in large-scale networks such as data centers.
When packets arrive at a switch during network operation, the flow of arriving packet is matched
against flow entries in the flow table. If matching is not found, the switch will contact the controller
to update the flow table with entries that allow the packet to reach its destination. This involves
communication overhead between controller and switch as well as delay until the packet can be
forwarded to the next hop. The proactive approach was introduced to reduce the communication
overhead involved between switches and controllers.

Another SDN performance issue is regarding the flow table update operation made upon the
occurrence of events such as topology changes [5], network reconfiguration [6], and the creation of
re-routing rules [7]. The routing update operation must be completed within 25 milliseconds (ms) to
meet stringent QoS requirements of real-time applications [8]. Similarly, failure recovery has a strict
recovery delay requirement to adhere to the carrier-grade quality [8]. Fast rules rerouting depends
on switch rule updating time and controller response time to generate rules. A common challenge
experienced by the SDN controller is to update the switches consistently and promptly. The longer time
the update operation takes, the more probability for the network to have unstable behaviors such as
extra packet processing delay, forwarding loop, and routing errors [7]. Thus, the centralized controller,
flow table limitation of commercial switches, and flow table update operation should be dealt with
efficiently to avoid critical performance bottleneck in the deployed production network environment
of OpenFlow-SDN [5]. These three issues of SDN have gained great attention from researchers in
recent years [7–11]. DevoFlow [9], DIFANE [12], and Kotani [13] proposed some schemes to reduce
the processing load of the controller. SDN-Guard [14–16] have proposed some methods to mitigate
security attacks arisen due to the centralized nature of the controller in SDN. Some solutions were
proposed to reduce higher flowtable update operations [7,17,18]. Other solutions focus on improving
the efficiency of a limited flowtable [19–21].

This paper provides a comprehensive survey on the efforts that have been done on optimizing
the processing load of the controller, mitigating malicious attacks, flow table update operation,
and improving the efficiency of flow table management to ensure stable performance of SDN.
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Potential future research directions are also identified and discussed, such as the use of machine
learning and other artificial intelligence techniques. The paper road map is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents an overview of OpenFlow as a promising standard to achieve the benefit of
SDN. Section 3 explains SDN performance challenges. Section 4 presents and details the existing
state-of-the-art proposed solutions to manage flow table memory. Section 5 discusses and highlights
the research challenges and suggests future research direction. Section 6 rounds up the paper and
presents concluding remarks.

2. Overview of SDN Architecture

SDN consists of three planes: application plane (AP), control plane (CP), and data plane
(DP), as depicted in Figure 1. Application planes consist of network applications such as network
virtualization, firewalls, intrusion detection system (IDS), and mobility management that leverage the
exposed northbound (NB) application interface to interact with the control plane. The NB interface
provides a stable, consistent way for network administrators and application developers to efficiently
use SDN services to implement important network management at the control plane. The CP is
the most essential part of the SDN structure, it provides fine-grained control over the networking
element at the DP and offers many network services, which include routing computation, monitoring,
load balancing. The CP translates these services from application-level into a clear set of instructions
and requests in form of flow entries and installs them in the corresponding switch devices. Single CP
can be configured for the entire network, but for scalability reasons, it can be extended to distributed
or multiple controllers. As for the DP, they are used as a simpler forwarding element with no software
capable of making an instant decision. Therefore, network intelligence is withdrawn and shifted to a
centrally logical controller. For any control decision, the switch must consult the controller for further
action. This paper focus on the control plane and data plane.
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2.1. SDN Southbound Interface

OpenFlow is so far the most popular standard for SDN southbound (SB) interface.
Earlier implementations of SB interface were forwarding and control elements (ForCES) and
protocol-oblivious forwarding (POF) [2]. ForCES uses logical function blocks (LFB) in the data
forwarding elements to provide networking functionalities such as IP routing [3]. However,
these standards rely essentially on modifying forwarding devices to support flow tables [2], in a way
that can be dynamically configured by remote entities through operations such as, adding, removing,
or updating flow rules in the flow table. Therefore, a recent initiative such as OpenFlow emerges,
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which does not require modifications of the switches to support flowtable. This attracts not only the
research community but also the networking industry [2]. OpenFlow became the most popular and
powerful implementation of the SB interface [22], standardized by Open Network Foundation [23]
to control the behavior of the SDN devices. [24] developed OpenState as a superset extension of
Openflow aimed at offloading some of the control logic to switches thereby shifting the pragmatic
approach from stateless to stateful operation. This means the OpenFlow switches can also be directly
programmable, thus they can handle forwarding rules locally without the need to completely depend
on the remote controller. OpenState is yet to be implemented as the future extended version of
OpenFlow [25]. In OpenState, the legacy flow table in OpenFlow is preceded by a state table to
processed flow states, by using flow-states and global states. A programmer can define flow entries
that apply to different scenarios, using state transition, a programmer can control the evolvement of
different scenarios. This survey focuses on OpenFlow as the standard southbound interface between
switch to SDN Controller.

2.2. Flow Table of SDN Switches

In SDN, forwarding entities are referred to as OpenFlow switches and all forwarding decisions
are flow-based instead of destination-based as used in the legacy traditional network. An OpenFlow
switch contains a flow table with a logical data structure where packets are processed based on a list of
prioritizing entries. A flow table can store a set of flow entries made of 15 field tuples in OpenFlow
1.10: some of the fields are optional but matching fields, action, statistical counter, priority, and timeout
mechanism are commonly used. Matching fields are used to match packet meta information such as
(medium access control (MAC) source and destination address, ethernet type, internet protocol (IP)
source and destination address). These fields can be specified as either exact-match or wildcard-match
entries. The former represents an individual flow, while the latter represent multiples flows using any
value inform of an asterisk (*). Incoming packets will be looked up in the flowtable, if the packet matches
either exact-match or wildcard flow, the corresponding action will be taken. The statistical count will
be incremented for all successful matches of flow entry with the arriving packet. Wildcard matching
entries are assigned with priorities, if multiple packets match multiple wildcards flow the higher
priority is the final match. Exact match is usually assigned a higher priority than wildcard flows.
If the packet could not match any flow, it will be forwarded to the controller or drop the packet.
Other actions may be forward to specific switch port number. The flow lookup is compulsory for every
incoming packet. This could be done using a single flowtable or multiple flowtable pipelining up to
255 tables [26] as illustrated in Figure 2:

For efficiency and flexibility reasons, OpenFlow 1.3 [26,27] supports multiple flow table pipelining
processing where a packet may be processed by more than one flow table. Both the single and
pipelining tables have the four components (matching field, action, statistic, priority, and timeout).
In contrast to the single table, the matching process starts at the first flow table in the pipelining tables
and may continue to the next table until the match flow entry is found. The process of checking entry
is performed sequentially, and action is normally executed at the end of the last table in the pipelining.

If there is no match, the switch may either drop the packet or trigger a packet-in message to the
controller for flow setup request depending on the configuration of the table-miss entry. In the event of
a packet forwarded to the controller for flow setup request, the centralized controller computes new
flow entry and sends a packet-out event to instruct the switch to install the corresponding entry in its
flowtable. Frequent flow setup requests will be sent to the controller on a large scale with the presence
of massive flow arrivals. According to [27], there can be up to 200,000 flows arrival/sec for a data
center with a 4 k server. Another previous study report on average flow size shown to have around
20 packets per flow with flow inter-arrival time of less than 30 ms [28]. These demands are very high;
however, the memory capacity to store forwarding entries is small. Typical OpenFlow switch flow
tables stored rules in a special type of high-speed memory called ternary content addressable memory
(TCAM), which provides constant flow entry lookup within a single clock cycle O (1). Despite the
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high-speed lookup, TCAM’s memory is constrained with a few thousand entries [26]. Increasing the
TCAM size introduces another concern such as cost and will require high-power consumption.
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Lately, software switches built on commodity servers, which are part of the same switch hardware,
are becoming popular [29]. This type of switch can offer a large flow table capacity with a high packet
processing rate of 40 Gbps on a quad-core machine [29]. However, such switches are constrained
in the lookup rate compared to commodity switches [30]. The software switch is designed based
on the general-purpose central processing unit (CPU). In contrast, commodity switch is based on
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), which is purposely designed for high-speed lookup [31].
In addition, software switches stored forwarding rules in the conventional random-access memory
(RAM), which has a relatively lower cost with high storage capacity. OpenFlow switches store
forwarding rules in TCAM, which is designed for matching flexibility and high lookup performance.
Moreover, as explained by [32], installing forwarding rules in software switch instead of ASIC reduces
the OpenFlow switch performance from 940 to 14 Mpbs. To further speedup switching operation
in software switches, it is possible to store a flow table in CPU caches. However, these caches
inherit similar shortcomings of storage limitation, which was introduced in ASIC [32]. Consequently,
the shortage introduces a lot of problems, which include but is not limited to extra packet processing
delay, update operation, and signaling overhead. Therefore, the switch flowtable limitation and
frequent flow setup request to controller present great concern, which further needs to be investigated,
especially in a large scales network environment such as data center and IoT. Section 4 extensively
surveys the existing solutions proposed in the literature to cope with the limitations of the switch flow
table memory.

2.3. Installation of Flow Table Entries

Normally, flow entries are installed in the switch flow table in two modes: reactive and proactive
approaches. Similarly, occurrences of some events such as link failure or change in ACL rules may
cause the flow table to be updated. Such a situation may require two operations, the old flow entries
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need to be deleted and the new entry for the alternative flow or ACL rules respectively need to be
installed. In this situation, flow table update operation is necessary. Section 3.2 presents flow table
update operation, while the following sections detail the two approaches and performance issues
associated with each approach were also discussed.

2.3.1. Reactive Flow Table Allocation

Initially, during the network booting time, switch flowtable is empty. Features negotiation
between switch and controller will immediately commence for the controller to discover all the
switches connected. There are two situations where the flowtable will be populated. The first situation
is when the first packet of flows arrives in the switch flowtable. This will cause table-miss because of
the unavailability of the entry. To handle the table-miss, switch performs reactive process through
a packet-in event and sends it to the controller for further decision. The controller computes the
correspondent entry of the flow and updates the switch flowtable of the affected switch. The second
situation is re-installing of flow entries due to flow expiration or flow modification event. Generally,
setting new flow requires 2 or n messages for many flows between the switch to the controller, where n
represents the number of data flows. Packets transmission commence after the rules have been installed.
A subsequent packet of the same flow will be processed without consulting the controller. Figure 3
illustrates reactive packet processing. Assume 3 different packets belonging to different flows arrived
at switch S1 at different time intervals. Packet p1 arrives at time t1, packet p2 arrives at time t2 slightly
after t1, and packet p3 arrives at time t3 slightly after t3. The switch performs 3 lookups in its flowtable
after the arrival of packet p3. Switch S1 buffers the 3 packets and generates 3 number of a packet-in
event to request the corresponding flows from the controller as indicated by arrow 1. Upon receiving
each packet-in, the controller computes the flow entries and send a packet-out message back to switch
S1 instructing the switch to install corresponding entries as shown by arrow 2. Finally, packets are
enqueued and transmitted at full line rate as shown by message 3.
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Intuitively, to adjust with the current network state, n number of OpenFlow messages are
exchanged between the two switches to the controller to get flow installed. This can easily decline the
performance of the overall network and degrade the quality of service. Prior study in Liu et al. [28]
reveal that initiating flow setup request for every new incoming flow together with the TCAM update
operation increases the packet processing delay. For instance, upon occurrences of the link failure
event, the controller is expected to reroute all affected flows within 25 milliseconds. The strict delay
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requirement is another bottleneck for real-time application in SDN. Packets must be delivered to the
desired destination with less delay guaranteed to avert declining QoS. This is necessary in order to
adhere to the fine-grained traffic engineering delay requirement by CGN. A long delay will result
in traffic congestion and increases packet losses, which can affect the performance of the network.
In a study by Sharma et al. [29], the experiment results carried on the small-scale network with
(6 and 14 switches) showed the possibility to meet the demand of carrier grade network CGN delay
requirement. The same experiment reported that the delay also depends on the number of flow
rules needed to modify or install in the affected switch. In the worst case, time can reach up to
300 milliseconds in 14 switches topology setting. Hence, it is challenging to meet the demand of
the (CGN) delay budget in large scale networks. Additionally, the presence of a large number of
flows introduced an extra processing load on both the controller and switch buffer. Therefore, using a
reactive approach for all flows setting may not give the desire performance in large scale networks.

2.3.2. Proactive Flow Table Allocation

In contrast to reactive, proactive handles the incoming packet faster because the controller can
install forwarding rules in advance before the flow arrival. Incoming flow whose packet headers
information matches an existing entry is processed according to the instruction defined in the flow
table, hence, the switch does not need to consult the controller to process the packet. For example,
in Figure 4 the controller installed n number of flow entries in advance before the arrival of packets
as shown in arrow 1 and 2. In contrast, to the n number of OpenFlow messages exchanged between
the switch to the controller in reactive, the proactive approach reduced the messages. To some extent,
the approach had improved the user QoS with less processing load on the controller. A prior study
by Fernandez et al. [30] verified the performance of proactive rule installation, the experimental
results outperform reactive approach in terms of throughout (flows per second) with various scenarios.
The performance gain was attributed to zero additional flow setup time. Importantly, traffic flow will
not be disrupted even when switch loses connection with the controller. Therefore, a proactive method
can be preferable in achieving low packet processing delay with an acceptable performance where the
flow table storage space is enough. However, it may not give better performance in SDN because of
the switch memory constraint. Assuming 200 packets for different flows arrived at the switch flow
table at the same time whose flowtable size is less than 200, in such a case, the chances of flowtable
overflow are unavoidable. Consequently, it may lead to the removal of flow that belongs to active flow.
Future packets meant for active flow, forces switch to trigger more packet-in event to the controller to
repeatedly update the flowtable for the same flow entry.
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The significant traffic increase and small TCAM space gap have remained one of the challenging
issues in a proactive approach. This challenge is more critical for large scale networks, for example in
the event of failure, a huge number of backup flow entries required besides primary path flow entries
to guarantee the survivability of the network state. Pushing extra flow entries can easily overwhelm
the TCAM and chances of overflow are unavoidable. Additionally, flow entry update operation is
hard with long delay when the flowtable is full to the highest capacity. This is because the time to
update entry is proportional to the number of entries in the flowtable. Therefore, more investigation is
required to address the proactive flow entries consumption.

3. SDN Performance Challenges

Figure 5 presents the SDN performance challenges. This was derived from several combinations
of search key terms for SDN, OpenFlow, flowtable, update, and security threats from various scientific
academic research libraries, which include ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, MDPI,
Springer. Difference flexible search key terms were used in these websites to retrieve papers related to
SDN performance challenges. The year of publication was filtered from 2015 to 2020, papers were
chosen within the specified period as summarized in Table 1. After scanning, the selected papers
totaling to 3905 are shown. It was further shortlisted and categorized into controller overhead, security
vulnerabilities, switch flow table update operation, and flow entries management. Finally, a total of
88 papers were considered among all the research libraries websites.
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This work categorizes overhead into two; SDN controller and switches flowtable overhead. For the
former in large-scale networks, the controller can easily be overloaded due to the large control message
request from different switches, and thus cause high communication overhead and end to end packet
processing delays [28]. While for the latter, potentially many rules are required to be installed in the
switch flow table to efficiently operate; however, switch storage is limited, and as the number of flow
rules increases, it overwhelms the switch storage memory [31]. Therefore, the following sections
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explain four (4) major challenges: (1) communication overhead, (2) resource limitation, (3) rule update
operation, (4) SDN security vulnerabilities.

3.1. Communication Overhead

DevoFlow [9] and DIFANE [12] are the state-of-the-art works to reduce the overhead of the
controller by reducing the high volume of messages exchanged between the switch to the controller.
DEVOFLOW aimed to reduce the communication overhead, switch—controller using fine-grained
wildcards to improve the network-wide visibility of the controller. The mechanism leverages on rule
cloning, thereby delegating some of the control function to switches to act locally in a way that the
controller preserves the central network intelligence. DEVOFLOW modified the action field with
CLONE flag, flag clear value signifies normal forwarding otherwise locally clone wildcard rule [32].
The cloning helps to process short live flows such as mice flow without the need to consult controller [3],
hence, reduced the controller overhead. DIFANE presents a new architectural scalability solution built
on the OpenFlow switch. The scheme maintains all traffic in the data plane by selectively distributing
packets through intermediary switch called authority switches. These intermediary switches handle
entry table-misses at edge switches, hence, reduce the need to invoke messages to controller. However,
DIFANE and DEVOFLOW may require more complex software and hardware than conventional
OpenFlow switches, which increases the cost of the device. Moreover, the fundamental principle of
OpenFlow is to delegate all intelligence functions and control to the OpenFlow controller, therefore,
such schemes violate this principle [33]. Conversely, Favaro et al. [32] introduced a blackhole mechanism
to reduce switch to controller overhead while maintaining the benefit of the visibility for every new flow.
Packet processing architecture is modified where only the first packet is forwarded to the controller
while subsequent table-miss will be handled locally. In this way, the number of events sent to the
controller is reduced. Although the use of blackhole has reduced controller consultation, it inherits
weakness by its architectural design to drop notified packet, which may significantly result in a large
number of packet losses.

As part of the effort to further reduce the workload on the controller and improve the efficiency
of the data plane, the work of Kotani et al. [13] reduced controller overhead through packet filtering
technique. The mechanism inspects header information aimed at reducing multiple packet-in messages
forwarded to the controller. This is achieved by recording the information about packet-in messages
forwarded to the controller. It filters duplicate information forwarded via packet-in while switches
are to drop packets that bring overhead to the controller. The work of Avant-Guard [34] proposed
control plane protection mainly to protect the controller from the TCP SYN flooding attack by an SYN
cookies approach [13]. However, the work of [13,32,34] may also not cope with the nature of flows in a
dynamic large-scale network.

3.2. Flow Rule Update Operation

TCAM is designed for high-speed packet lookup matching instead of fast flow entry updating
time in the switch flow table. Rule updates are often required to adapt to the dynamic nature of network
traffic patterns, especially in large-scale networks. During the update process, the controller instructs
switches to add, modify, or delete some of the flow rules used to forward packets. For example,
in Figure 6, the arrival of new flow in the switch flow table will require the firmware to examine
whether it is the first entry in the flow table or not. The first entry will be installed straight away without
further processing and priority order is maintained. For the case of subsequent entries, the switch
firmware will get an appropriate position in the flow table, afterward, it will compare the priority with
the existing entries, if the priority is higher, entry will be installed or entries will be moved down and
comparison continued. In this way, the higher usage of TCAM, the greater number of entry movements.
This method is referred to as priority base solution, which is the naïve solution to handle update
operation and is widely used to implement OpenFlow switches. The process should be carried out safely
and efficiently without service disruptions and network resources consumption (bandwidth and switch
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memory). However, in dynamic and large-scale network traffic conditions, flow rule updates become
more complex because of the need to re-order the existing flow entries [33]. These operations take
some time to complete depending on the current memory status and are computationally difficult [35],
regardless of the controller entries configuration mode being in either reactive or proactive mode [10].
An experiment shows the time to install a single rule after the occurrence of table miss, update cost
from 5 milliseconds (ms) to 100 ms [29]. The time required to update TCAM is a non-linear function of
the current number of rules. As reported in [10], adding 500 rules take about 6 s, however, the next
1500 rules take almost 2 min to install.

In contrast, to rule installation time, rule modification was reported to take a longer time because
of the need to perform two operations in switches: removing the existing flow entry and installation
of the new rule. Experimentally it was observed in [35] that modifying rules takes around 11 ms.
Removal of the existing entry takes around 5 ms to 20 ms depending on the flow table usage. This incurs
significant packet processing delay because of the need to store flow rules in descending order of
physical address with priorities. It is important to carry out the rule update safely without having to
tamper with an active flow rule. Removal of flow rule that corresponds to an active flow in the flow
table forces switches to trigger packet-in message to the controller more often for flow setup request of
that flow. This causes a significant processing load on the controller and may lead to a drop-in flow
throughput besides an extra packet processing delay.
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Lately, the update operation concern has gained wider research interest. Some work has tried to
address the issue by designing a scheme to minimize the number of flow entry updates sent to switch
from controller [10,11,17,36]. For example, Update Cost aware [36], Balancer [10] can minimize the
number of flow entry update by reducing redundant updates. Other proposals try to design a new
firmware (ASIC) with an efficient algorithm such as FastRule [7,37], RuleTris [38] in switch ASIC that
can reduce flow entry physical address movement in the TCAM. According to [37,38], a minimum
dependency graph, like a directed acyclic graph (DAG), reported to have reduced the unnecessary
flow entry movement update operation. However, applying DAG in ASIC required a policy compiler
and TCAM update Scheduler, whose functions are to convert an entry update requirement into DAG
and converting DAG into sequences of TCAM entry movement respectively [7]. RuleTris in [38] is the
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state-of-the-art in designing an efficient policy compiler; however, it is computationally expensive in
terms of TCAM update scheduler, which results in large firmware time up to 50 ms for a single update
in flow table with a capacity of 1000 entries [7,37]. To overcome the shortcoming of [38], FastRule [7],
RuleTris [37] reduces the flow entry update operation in terms of speed and time, 100× faster than
existing solutions with a flowtable size of 1000 and operation time by 15 ms and 60% respectively.

The presence of a diversity of switch implementation is another factor that determines the
performance of the flow update. There are a wide variety of switch implementations with
different software control and hardware properties, which influence rule update operation efficiency.
Most existing solutions overlook these differences and assumed all switches have the same hardware
and software behavior. Zhoa et al. [18] noticed this problem and FastRule [7], RuleTris [37] are not
an exception for such a concern, as neglecting these differences can lead to substantial performance
challenges [18]. Diversity can cause significant utilization challenge, which can contribute to
programming complexity. For instance, consider two or more switches of the same TCAM size,
but one adds software flowtable as part of the switch. Adding the same sequence of rules may lead
to rejection in one switch (TCAM full). Tango [39] noticed this problem and FLIP is an example for
such a scenario [18]. This cannot be effective in practice. To address this problem while considering
switch diversity, RuleTailor [18] proposed an optimization framework for the general TCAM-based
switch rule update. RuleTailor aimed to reduce the rule update latency using techniques such as
instruction type transformation, pseudo deletion, and match field distance, which effectively work
for both control and data plane. Twelve Ms per rule update was achieved in the flow table with
1000 flow entries. In different efforts to further achieve less update, Balancer [10] achieved the least
update cost by logically splitting TCAM into a reactive and proactive part with dynamic adjustment
to efficiently replace unused rules. Although the schemes have made further efforts in reducing
the update operations, it does not guarantee to maintain stable performance, especially with a large
amount of network traffic flow. The dynamic nature of topological changes where the number of
forwarding devices evolves rapidly over time, this can lead to significant performance bottleneck [3,40].
More investigation is required for adaptive flow entries update operation with least latency and
overhead in a large-scale network environment.

3.3. SDN Security Threat and Vulnerabilities

The noble idea of placing the network control logic at the central controller provides flexibility,
optimizes network management, and flow monitoring, which is very important in the practical usage
of SDN. Considering the SDN flexibility, it is expected that the potentialities of SDN could mitigate
some security threats and vulnerabilities that were inherited in the traditional network. Unfortunately,
SDN introduces another security threat and vulnerabilities due to its novel architecture [41]. At least
five threat vectors were identified with SDN [41,42]. This includes attacks on vulnerabilities on SDN
protocol [43], the central controller, underlying switches, forged legitimate traffic flows, and trust
mechanism. Trust mechanism is very important in deploying application, overlooking it may easily
cause malicious applications to be developed and deployed on the controller. It may further affect the
detection of an event such as link failure in order to ensure fast recovery. In general, the most important
threat vector is denial of service attack against the switch flowtable and central controller. For example,
the central controller must have full control of the network state at a regular time interval to verify the
network functionality and state [44]. In this case, the controller is required to receive an update from
the switch more frequently. An attacker can leverage on the central entity to perform the DoS attack by
forcing the switches to continuously update the controller with a fake update, which in turn consumed
a lot of resources that the switch may use to process legitimate flows [44]. Similarly, because of the
limited memory resources (TCAM), an attacker aggressively creates a large number of new traffic
flows that might overwhelm the precious flowtable of the switches. In such a situation, the switches
will be forced to continually add and delete flow entries, which may generate excessive packet-in
message events to the controller. Consequently, the packet-in event will be stuck in the controller
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queue as there would be no more routing decision taking place for every new incoming flow. In this
case, flow with no corresponding entries will be stuck in the switches [45]. Concerning the protocol
vulnerability, the widely used OpenFlow suffers from unexpected shortcomings during its design and
evolution [43]. Discarding the transport layer security during the message exchange between controller
and switches at the feature’s verification stage was the greatest flaw. Man-in-the-middle attacks may
leverage on such an operation to compromise the network. Similarly, exchanges of messages between
switches lack the authentication/encryption mechanism in the SDN data plane [44]. Toward addressing
the aforementioned security challenges, efforts were made lately to address several SDN security
attacks [46–48].

The works of [42–45] proposed machine learning-based models to detect DoS attacks. Features were
taken from SDN for data set under normal network state and DoS attack traffic. Afterwards, a new
dataset was created using features selection methods on the existing dataset. This way, the model
is trained both with and without the feature selection method under different classification models.
The results have shown that machine learning and feature selection algorithms can detect DoS attack
with high accuracy and less processing load on the controller. However, these solutions require
keeping history as their performance can be acceptable when the flowtable space is quite enough.
But in SDN where the flow table is a constraint with limited space, the methods may not give the
desired performance.

Other works, including Shin et al. [49] and Kandoi et al. [50], analyzed the effect of DoS attacks on
the network performance and reported how these attacks could affect many QoS parameters such as
the switch to controller bandwidth consumption, latency, and switch flow table, controller efficiency.
However, solutions to address these issues were not provided [45]. Towards this goal, Fung et al. [51]
implemented FlowRanger as a controller application to mitigate DoS attacks. FlowRange consists
of 3 components: (1) trust management (TM), (2) queuing management (QM), (3) message schedule
(MS). TM is solely responsible for calculating trust value for each packet-in event based on its source,
QM places a message in the priority queue corresponding to the queue value and MS processes
messages according to weighted Round Robin strategy. To some extent, FlowRanger improved
network performance and mitigated the impact of a DoS attack. This is achieved by prioritizing the
serving of legitimate flow first in the controller. However, reference [45] noticed that FlowRanger does
not prevent aggressive flooding the switch flowtable TCAM and controller. In contrast, Dridi et al. [45]
leverage the OpenFlow features to the proposed SDN-Guard to protect SDN against DoS attack on
controller processing capacity. SDN-Guard consists of three (3) component modules: (1) Monitoring
module which monitors the traffic and decides where to redirect malicious traffic through the path
with least utilized link in terms of bandwidth and switches TCAM. (2) Timeout management to assign
timeout value to each rule according to probability. (3) Malicious flow rule aggregation, which assigns
large hard timeout. SDN-Guard had optimized the network performance in terms of the parameters
mentioned in [49,50]. However, generating a path using a monitoring module may not always be
the shortest path, an increase in the number of traffic flow may augment the number of rules to be
placed on the flow table, which in turn may increase the chance of flow table overflow. This issue
was not peculiar to their initial work and is included in their follow-up work in [47]. It may be
effective to conclude as the traffic flows increase, the scheme may introduce another loophole for DoS
attack, which may force switches to refuse writing rules from a legitimate source. To mitigate such a
problem, Luo et al. [46] proposed LRU flow entry rule eviction aimed to improve the SDN performance.
The scheme can be effective with acceptable performance in fixed network with small flow table size,
but in large network scale with dense flow arrival it may lead to significant communication overhead
because of its architectural design of being reactive event-driven. Therefore, since DoS attacks are
considered to be the biggest security challenges in SDN. Control and data planes always being the
primary choice for attackers, more intelligent are required to reduce the interaction between the switch
to the controller, furthermore switch flow table resources need to be efficiently managed, especially in
large scale dynamic network environments to mitigate such concerns.
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4. OpenFlow Flow Table Memory Management

As explained previously in Section 2.2, the switch flowtable is limited and cannot accommodate
all required forwarding entries. Several proposals were made to improve the efficiency of the limited
flowtable as illustrated in Figure 7. Some works proceed to manage flowtable rules by setting an
adaptive timeout mechanism [52–55]. Other solutions consider reducing the size of the table based on
the concept of aggregation. Some work focuses on splitting rules and distributes over the network in a
way that satisfies policies according to the device capacity. Rule caching is another method to limit
the number of concurrent forwarding rules in switch and reduce overhead switch to the controller.
Machine learning techniques are quite effective to predict the traffic flow pattern and select the right
flow to be installed in the switch flowtable. These proposals are detailed in the following sections.
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4.1. Timeout and Eviction Mechanisms

To overcome the limitation of the switch flow table storage (TCAM), OpenFlow allowed the use
of a timeout mechanism to determine the life span of forwarding entry in the switch flow table [52].
When no packet matches an entry within its timeout period, it will cause an entry to be evicted from
the flow table to free space for new incoming packets. Currently, there are two major methods for the
OpenFlow controller to install the timeout mechanism, idle and hard timeout. OpenFlow controller
usually configures flow entry with fixed idle timeout value in the scale of seconds across flows [56].
However, such timeout value could give better performance when it is close to packet inter-arrival
time and the flow table has sufficient space to accommodate all flows. Moreover, this method could be
straightforwardly implemented without much computational overhead, especially in a fixed network
environment. However, setting fixed value across all flow may adapt to dynamic traffic flows especially
in a large-scale network setting because of the variability exhibited by flow as illustrated in Figure 8.
This has recently gained research interest to devise a scheme that will improve the flow lifespan,
as shown in Table 2.

In Figure 8, suppose a number of packets that have been transmitted until time t1, t2 are vt1 and
vt2, respectively. F1 represents short flow with a small number of packets at both t1 and t2. While F2
shows long flow with a small number of packets and F3 illustrates short flow with a large number
of packets. Finally, F4 has a long flow with large packets. Therefore, it is required to investigate the
feasibility of adopting a flow timeout strategy that can incorporate fixed and dynamic timeout values
based on observed natures of intra-flow packet inter-arrival time in Figure 8 [46]. Applying fixed
timeout value across the flow, which used to be the conventional method, makes it difficult to cope with
the current traffic pattern, given that flows extreme exhibit variabilities in statistics such as duration
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and volume. Moreover, [47] reports the impact of timeout value on flow statistics and found there is a
performance trade-off. While large timeout value may unnecessarily preserve a large number of flows
with no packet expected. As for small timeout may lead to premature eviction of flows, which increase
flow set up request and teardown long live flow into a smaller flow. Consequence flows may be evicted
more often, which causes the generation of a more packet-in message to the controller, such a situation
increases communication overhead between switch to controller.
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Table 2. Comparison of proposed flow timeout mechanism.

Related Work
Controller
Placement

Mode
Method Rule Eviction Timeout

Mode

Lu et al. [47] Reactive
Traffic feature-based idle

timeout lognormal
distribution

X Idle

Challa et al. [48] Proactive Bloom filter
Data logging using

multiple bloom
filters (MBF)

Idle

Xu et al. [49] Reactive Combine flow table and
controller (CFC)

Idle timeout
eviction Idle

Li et al. [50] Reactive Flow table adaptive timeout
algorithm X Idle

Liu et al. [51] Reactive Lognormal distribution using
probability Random Idle

Kim et al. [20] Proactive Flowtable vacancy and
mathematical model

Least recently used
(LRU) Idle

Guo et al. [52] Reactive Software defines adaptive
routing (STAR) LRU Idle

Panda et al. [57] Reactive Dynamic hard timeout
allocation LRU Hard

timeout

Huang et al. [53] Proactive Timeout calculation: idle
timeout with two stage-table

Controller
randomly evict

flow with no match
Idle

TimeoutX [46] Reactive

Composed of 3 modules:
history flow information base

(HFIB), timeout selection
algorithm (TSA), and EIMC

Entry installation
and management

component (EIMC)
hard

IHTA [54]
Hybrid

(reactive and
proactive)

Dynamic idle and hard
timeout based on traffic

pattern to reduce overhead

Based on flow
packet count

Idle and
hard

timeout
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Lu et al. [47] noted the factors that influence setting a proper timeout such as packet inter-arrival
time (PIAT) according to flow state, controller capacity, and current flowable utilization. Importantly,
setting proper idle timeout should be based on the packet inter-arrival time and can effectively improve
the efficiency of the system. In this way, the work of Lu et al. [47] set a TF-idle timeout scheme
that dynamically set the flow entry lifecycle according to real-time network traffic. This is achieved
by estimating traffic feature via packet arrival distribution and interval in a logarithmic normal
distribution. Since it is observed that general networks change over time with variability in flow size.
The method required collecting statistical distribution of packet arrival time. Consequently, the cost of
memory in the controller is huge. Similarly, flow removal should follow a certain procedure to prevent
evicting important flows. TF-idle only focuses on setting timeout without considering flow eviction.
It is important to also consider the flow eviction together with the timeout method. This is necessary
to avoid removing an entry that may be needed in the near future. Alternatively, instead of relying
entirely on the flow expiry period, Challa et al. [48] proposed to efficiently manage the flow entries in
the flow table through intelligent eviction mechanism based on data logging using multiple bloom
filters (MBF) data structure to decide flow entry removal. Although the approach made a step further
to remove the unused entries. However, the processing of encoding some important value of flows in
SRAM incurred an extra processing delay to the system and the worst case is that flow traffic pattern
variability may impair the stability of the system.

The work in [49] proposed an adaptive flow table adjustment by combining flow table and
controller cost according to the proportion of active flow entries. The algorithm monitors traffic in
real-time. Hence, the algorithm dynamically sets the value of idle timeout based on different flow.
Interestingly, the algorithm could set the different timeout values to flows. However, the process
of calculating the cost of flow table entries in switch and controller computing cost, add an extra
computational overhead on the controller. Consequently, it may limit the number of switches that
could be handled by the controller [55]. Moreover, obtaining the real-time flow entries through
(of.ofp_stats_request) message to the switch before the flow finish is impractical [46,58].

In a similar effort, [50] modeled flow as ON or OFF to analyze the packet length and packet interval
length was used to assign suitable idle timeout. This required a switch to perform some calculation
upon arrival of a packet. Similarly, the controller maintains a history of flows to adjust the idle timeout
value dynamically. Even though the approach may be stable with a proper idle timeout when the flow
arrival is in a uniform distribution; however, change of flow shape to exponential distribution may
significantly introduce overhead to the switch. This is due to the process of switch calculating the flow
table resource overhead upon arrival of a packet that may not be feasible in real-time [46]. In addition,
it may reduce the number of flows to be processed by switch at sampling time. Moreover, a packet
may incur an extra processing delay. Their work overlooks incorporating flow eviction methods.

The work in [51] introduced forward a dynamic adaptive timeout algorithm to install different
timeout values at the sampling time period. This is achieved by estimating the number of flow entries
that may appear at the next sampling time in probability. Thereafter, an idle timeout is chosen according
to the estimation. To cope with the dynamic nature of traffic, the controller used to change the timeout
value at every sampling time. Although the algorithm may be efficient with low flow arrival as the
number of flows increases, this method fails to give a good performance, because it significantly
imposes heavier pressure on the controller with a high cost of computing power [59]. In addition,
the approach uses random policy to remove the unused entry when the timeout expired. Randomly
evicting flows may cause an active flow to be removed, which can severely degrade the performance
of the network with extra processing load on the controller [52].

The work of [52] designed a module operated at the switches to enable effective flow table entry
management to remove entries using LRU and timeout to ease the impact of flow table overflowed.
A counter is set at the switch to count the number of active entries, but it is noted that the method may
lead to miscounting when there are duplicate in SYN/FIN packets. As such, to avoid miscounting,
every entry is associated with a binary flag to determine the states of entry, 0 and 1, which indicate
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inactive and active states, respectively. Therefore, the method may evict unused entries intelligently
when needed to accommodate new flows; however, it requires modification of the OpenFlow switch
flow table data structure, which makes it a computationally prohibitive solution. In addition, when the
timeout of entry elapsed, LRU is used to evict an entry and the use of an LRU in a flow-based network
is not appropriate. Because this algorithm is based on single rule replacement for each switch, whereas
proper control policies should be bases on a global view of multiple rules in all switches [60].

Similarly to preserved useful entries in the flow table, the proposal in [53] designed a flow cache
architecture with a two-stage timeout mechanism to better identify and keep important flow entries.
Initially, flow entries are stored in the primary table with timeout calculated by the controller using
knowledge of flow entry. Thereafter, an inactive time with no packet expected, instead of completely
removing entries, but are moved to a secondary table for a second chance. It is noted that the approach
preserved the active flows, thereby evicting short-lived flows to avoid waste of flowtable resources.
However, it required knowledge of flow before deciding on a suitable timeout. Hence, it is not feasible
to obtain old flow installation, evict, install, and packet-in in real-time [46]. In addition, moving an
entry to secondary storage for the second chance, the process may cause a packet to incur additional
processing delay, which may not be good for delay-sensitive application [55]. Therefore, setting proper
idle timeout is significant to efficiently manage the precious flow table space. Additionally, it is
also important to consider the deterministic life span of the flow entry (hard timeout) to preserve
long-duration flows with a large number of packets within a short inter-arrival.

In contrast to the idle timeout features, Panda et al. in [57] consider a dynamic allocation of hard
timeout for predictable and unpredictable flows to maximize the utilization of flowtable. The aim is to
keep an unpredictable flow for a short time while preserving predictable flows. This is achieved by
analyzing packet trace to study the nature of packet arrival for each, thereafter adjusting hard timeout
accordingly. When flow table utilization reaches a certain capacity, LRU is used to evict an entry with a
max timeout. Even though the scheme has achieved in preserving predictable flows, still inherent
is the problem of poor entry eviction scheme. LRU is not an appropriate eviction algorithm in SDN
because it is a packet driven algorithm, which can only be implemented in theory, but in practice it
may not be compatible with OpenFlow, and worse, it violates one of the SDN principles that deleted
all control functions to the controller [33].

IHTA in [54] considers the dynamic idle value to short live flows and adjusts hard timeout value
to long live flows with short packet inter-arrival time. This has significantly reduced the issuance of
the packet-in event to the controller, which improves the communication overhead. The shortcoming
of LRU is overcome by leveraging on OpenFlow built-in data collection. Flows with a small number of
packet count are considered to be victims and therefore, removing such flows improved the efficiency
of the limited storage. It is effective to conclude that to some extent IHTA has reduced communication
overhead and improved the limited flowtable usage without changing the architecture of SDN.

4.2. Flow Rule Aggregation

SDN has been designed to support a wide range of network applications that are flow-based
with more complex matching patterns compared to destination base using traditional IP routers [56].
The complexity comes as a result of forwarding rules stored in TCAM, which is a constraint in size,
and represents an important concern in deploying OpenFlow technology. One of the alternative
solutions in reducing the demands of TCAM is flow entries aggregation, a technique that reduces the
number of required entries by merging multiple flow entries into one aiming to preserve the original
forwarding semantic through wildcard rules. Table 3 summarize the related works.

Intuitively, the technique compresses fine-grained forwarding entries into fewer coarse-grained
with slightly larger matching range, thus a reduced number of entries to be stored. Interestingly, it is a
software solution that is easy to implement as an optional plug-in on the OpenFlow controller with no
modification to OpenFlow switches or protocol [61]. There exists aggregation techniques for traditional
prefix IP routing table or non-prefix TCAM forwarding rules or farewell rules (ACL) [59,62,63]. However,
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the aggregation technique poses some challenges when updating forwarding entries or querying traffic
statistical counter by the controller, because of the failure in preserving the original semantics of the rule
in most cases. In addition, because of the diversity of switch vendor implementation, some OpenFlow
switches may not fully support wildcard values matching fields [59]. Moreover, a lot of events such
as node failure, QoS provisioning may cause frequent flowtable rule updates in practice. As such,
an aggregation scheme must be efficient enough to adapt to the nature of frequent rule updates with less
computation and fast update time. To this end, Tsai et al. in [64] and Luo et al. [65] used bit and subset
weaving and fast flow table aggregation (FFTA), respectively, to shrink the flow table size and provide
practical fast updates time. The FFTA construct optimal routing table constructor (ORTC)—based
aggregation with binary search tree (BST) to optimally aggregate rules with bit merging on the tree.
The scheme leverages on bit weaving and removes bit swapping to construct BST of non-prefix flow
entries to improve the execution time. It was observed that some rules are unaggregatable, therefore
FFTA misses the potential opportunity of aggregating such flow entries [66]. Moreover, as the size of
the network increase, it will be computationally expensive.

Table 3. Comparison of the related works of flow table entries reduction mechanism.

Related Work Controller
Placement Mode Method Goal Use Case

Cheng et al. [67] Reactive
Quine-Mcclustkey algorithm.

Hidden Markov
model (HMM)

To manage the multiple flow table
and reduce flow processing time

Flowtable
management

FFTA [65] Reactive Shrink the flow table size
using binary tree aggregation

Reduce flowtable size with fast rule
updating time using

aggregation technique

Flowtable
management

FTRS in [61] Reactive Rule optimization and binary
trie aggregation

To reduce the number of flow entries
needed in the almost full-filled flow
tables, while retain the original QoS

Flowtable
management

IDFA [66] Reactive
Redundant flow entries with

dynamic threshold
value aggregation

Reduce flowtable overflow problem
and flow aggregation

convergence time.

Flowtable
management

Kanan et al.
in [68] Reactive Flow entry compression Reduce flow table size by

compressing matching header
Flowtable

management

OBS [69] Proactive One big switch
Distribute rules via abstracted

forwarding element called
“one big switch”

Distributed ACL
and load balancer

Minnie [56] Reactive Flow entry compression To maximize the utilization of SDN
switches flowtable Traffic engineering

Tsai et al. [64] Reactive
Bit and subset weaving to

merge flow entries to a subset
of a partition

Reduce flowtable size with fast rule
updating time using

aggregation technique

Flowtable
management

Palette [70] Proactive Flow entries split
and distribute

Decompose flow entries into smaller
part and distribute them across

forwarding element
Distributed ACLs

OFFICER [71] Proactive Linear optimization model
Modeled rule allocation problem in

resource-constrained OpenFlow
networks with relaxing routing policy

Traffic engineering

Sheu et al. [72] Proactive

Break tables into a number of
smaller sub-tables and
distributes them across

network switches.

Ternary content addressable memory
(TCAM) shortage problem through

distributing rules
Distributed ACLs

FTRS [61] is another flow table reduction scheme. FTRS preserves the existence of each entry at
the edge of the flow path and aggregates the flow entries that have the same action that is destined
to the same destination address. To achieve this, FTRS identified core switches that are more likely
to encounter flow table congestion than edge switches. In this way, less important flow entries are
aggregated in the middle of the flow path while preserving the existence of entries at edge switch to
maintain fine-grained management. Binary tree (prefix tree) is used to traverse a selected matching
attribute from each flow entry such as IP address into node, thereafter, flow entries are reduced by
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replacing the non-empty trees with coarse-grained nodes. To some extent, FTRS has reduced flowtable
consumption, but it fails to aggregate some types of flows.

To address the shortcoming of FTRS, Chao et al. [66] proposed an in-switch dynamic flow
aggregation (IDFA) mechanism as a switch application to avoid the link between the switch to the
controller. IDFA adds redundant flow entries insertion and verification to dynamically adjust and
aggregate entries based on a threshold value. IDFA claimed to have better aggregation convergence
time with a lower chance of overflow compared to FTRS. However, its performance may be acceptable
in a fixed network, but it may introduce extra overhead, especially in large-scale networks with
heavy-hitting flows. Besides, IDFA and FTRS are more applicable to only a small local area network
(LAN) environment [67].

Alternatively, OpenFlow’s 1.3 support multiple flow tables (MFT) pipelining stage to offer
entries matching flexibility. As such, the work of Cheng et al. [67] put the Agg-ExTable approach to
efficiently manage entries in MFT. The approach periodically aggregates flow entries using pruning
and Quine-Mccluskey algorithm. Hidden Markov model (HMM) is used to determine the most
popular entries with heavy matching in probability, such entries are placed in the front-end ExTable,
while others are placed in the subsequent table. Experimentally, the scheme saves about 45% memory
space and reduces the flow processing time. However, the weakness of Agg-Extable relies in its
inherent architecture, as this solution required large number of entries in the front-end table, which may
significantly pressurize the ExTable and can lead to overflow problem. In addition, it may be challenging
to adopt such solutions in large scale networks, especially with the variability exhibited by flows.

Kanan et al. in [68] compact TCAM entries aimed to reduce the size of the flow entries in the
flow table by inserting short tags in the packet header to identify the original number of bits used
to store entries for OpenFlow switches. This is achieved by leveraging the dynamic programming
capability of SDN to route the packets using those short tags. The approaches have optimized the
TCAM storage space with a significant reduction in TCAM power consumption for a given number
of flows. However, the solution required a change in the packet header and method to populate the
flow table. Moreover, adding an identifier to each incoming packet in ASIC-based storage is hard,
because it is not the standard operation, thus, causing the packet to be processed slowly with the
performance penalty [56]. Rifai et al. in [56] proposed Minnie, which composed of two modules;
compression and routing module. The flow table is configured with 1000 rules as the size when the
number of rules exceeds the 1000 limit, Minnie triggers the compression module, this way rules are
compressed by source, destination, and default, an optimal rule is chosen as the best rule. Thereafter,
the shortest path is used to route the flow without overloading the flowtable on the topology where
the number of nodes increases. Minnie focuses on achieving better compression ratio and computation
time; however, with the variability exhibit by flows, some flow tends to live for a short or long period.
Minnie overlooks incorporating flexible timeout and eviction mechanism to remove useless entries
to free space for a new flow. Besides, the different compression methods employed may introduce
another overhead with system instability.

4.3. Flow Rule Split and Distribute

Endpoint policies like firewall, load balancer rules are enforced at edge switches. These policies
always generate many forwarding rules. Due to insufficient flow table space (TCAM), a set of rules are
usually split into small sub-tables and distributed over the network in a way that satisfies policies.
The common objective of distributing schemes is to minimize the number of entry rules for realizing
policies in each switch. This way, optimization models are presented to decides which rules to be placed
on which switch while respecting memory constraint and rule dependency. Palette in [70] is an example
of such a scheme, Palette designed a scheme to share rules to individual ingress switch, thereafter,
distribute across the network, such switches in the network have smaller sub-tables. They formulate
two greedy approaches using a rainbow path coloring problem to optimize the entries in the sub-table.
However, balancing the size of each sub-table and reduce rule redundancy concern is noted as the
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shortcoming of the solution [72]. To address such challenges, Shue et al. [72] present a sub-table
allocation algorithm (SA) and size-balancing sub-table partition (SSP) algorithm. This way, the idea of
coloring is extended to maximize the number of sub-tables (i.e., number of colors). SA algorithm can
partition a large number of sub-tables to reduce table size. Experimentally optimal result were achieved
in small network topology, although, compared to Palette [70], SSP can balance all the sub-table sizes
with low rule overhead. Moreover, SA plus SSP may occupy little TCAM space to store rules regardless
of the topology size. However, the arrival of massive flows in a dynamic large-scale network may
impair the stability of the system.

Kang et al. [73] formalize a split model as decomposition on overlapping rectangles with linear
programming (LP) to assign sub rectangles to switches. However, it introduces unwanted traffic because
policy enforcement is executed at several hosts after packets entered the network [74], moreover, it may
not be possible for distribution to ensure feasible space allocation for each switch in the network. In a
similar effort, one big switch (OBS) in [69] considered rule distribution problem under heterogeneous
flow rule policy. The author introduces the LP base rule partition approach with two heuristics for rule
allocation to calculate suitable rule space allocations for each flow path in each switch and therefore
only the rules that affect packets traversing are installed. However, OBS represents endpoint policy
rules by five dimensions, the computation cost of table decomposition is impractical [72]. The work of
Lin et al. [74] presents table decomposition and sub table allocation for heterogeneous flow table with
efficient rule distribution method to balance the number of rules stored along with a path. However,
the method may cause incorrect packet forwarding due to the rule dependency problem [72].

Conversely, Nguyen et al. [71] proposed OFFICER as a linear optimization model for sub-table
allocation under memory and link capacity constraint aimed to calculate and implement efficient
forwarding rules in switch memory. OFFICER treats the network as Blackbox, which must satisfy the
endpoint policy imposed by the operator, thereby obtaining the maximum from available resources
through the adaptation of routes. Therefore, in general, splitting and distributing entries among
data forwarding elements can maximize entries. However, it introduces more traffic overhead in the
switches to maintain the distribution of forwarding entries, especially when the network topology
dynamically changes over time. Moreover, the distribution scheme may be a bottleneck in large
scale-network with massive flow arrivals.

4.4. Flow Rule Caching

The use of wildcard rule caching makes multiple flows aggregately, thereby reusing entries among
different flows, communication overhead can be drastically reduced. In addition, the cost of policy
enforcement and update can be reduced. However, wildcard rules are usually stored with different
priorities assigned to resolve conflict between two or more overlapped packets. For example, let p
represents a set of rules R (R1, R2, R3 . . . RN) N-dimensional rules with the following priority order
(R1 > R2 > R3 > . . . RN). There exists rule dependency if the match field of rule R1 overlap at the
intersection field of rule R2, and rule R2 priority is higher than R1. Therefore, caching R2 only due to its
high matching frequency without caching R1 may result in incorrect packet forwarding. Hence, it is
not enough to simply cache the requested rule when there is no available correspondent rule, all other
rules with higher priority must be installed to guarantee correct packet forwarding. In such a situation,
an extra storage overhead is required, which increases flow table overflow [75]. This has widely gained
researchers’ interest, as summarize in Table 4.

Alternatively, it is to rely on additional data paths to process the remaining traffic flow. The recent
advancement of technology introduced software switching as part of the same commodity switch,
which provides an alternative by storing a large number of rules. To some extent software switch
has reduced the storage limitation problem; however, it does not support wildcard rules that match
many headers fields. In this situation, the switch must resort to slow processing in user space to
handle the first packet of each flow. This causes significant packet processing delay, which may not be
suitable for some applications. Thus, based on the nature of the amount of traffic matching switch rule,
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Katta et al. [11] suggest another option to combine hardware and software (hybrid) switching to get
the benefit of both without having to pay for their drawback. But this requires careful distribution
of single rule table into multiple tables spanning across heterogeneous data paths to ensure that
semantic of single-switch rule table are preserved in the distributed implementation. To some extent,
this can offer large storage space to accommodate more traffic. However, the process of forwarding
packet to software switch thereby copying it back to TCAMs flow table incurred additional packet
processing delay. Such an additional delay is high, which amounts to at least 20 ms, Mohan et al. [76].
Subsequently, as the data flow request increases over time, the time augments.

In contrast to hybrid switch, other solutions were proposed using commodity switches with no
additional resources to use TCAM only to store rules. Rules are partitioned into two; heavy-hitting
rules and others. the first partition stored heavy-hitting rules while the remaining rules are placed in
the other partition [77]. Therefore, partition in TCAM only nullifies the additional packet processing
delays experienced in the hybrid switch, however, the potential rule dependencies caused by wildcards
to complicate the installation and removal of the rule. It is very common for higher priority rules to
overlap at the intersection field with lower priority rules. When packet matched with multiple overlap
rules, the higher priority would be the final match. As a result, a problem of rule dependencies issues
arises [31]. Therefore, simply caching the requested rule could potentially lead to incorrect packet
forwarding. In such a situation, an extra storage overhead is required, which increases flow table
overflow [78]. Moreover, this will block the chance of other new incoming rule and cache miss will
increase as well. Consequently, this situation will further increase the packet-in generation and update
cost operation. An alternative method is to convert wildcard rules into new micro/exact rules without
overlapping [75]. However, each rule has tens of overlapping rules, slicing the long dependencies chain
into non-overlap rules generates a large number of flow entries [78]. This would eventually overwhelm
the switch flow table (TCAM) memory. In this way, the extra processing load on the controller to store
and update rules is inevitable. Therefore, it is necessary to carefully handle dependency in order to
avoid overwhelming the switch flow table memory and avert incorrect packet forwarding.

Table 4. Comparison of the related works of rule caching mechanism to improve flow table utilization.

Related Work Controller
Placement Mode Method Goal Use Case

Katta et al. [11,79] Proactive CacheFlow: cover-set using Direct
acyclic graph (DAG)

Improving the efficiency of TCAM.
Allocate rules b/w TCAM & RAM to
solve the rule dependency problem

Distributed
ACLs

Sheu et al. [73] Proactive k-Hop neighbouring Set Improved cover-set to solve rule
dependency the problem

Distributed
ACLs

Ding et al. [36] Reactive Uses DAG to solve the
replacement problem

TCAM replacement problem under rule
dependency constraints

Distributed
ACLs

CUCA [31]
Mixed mode
(reactive and

proactive)
Mixed cover-set and partition Allocate rules b/w TCAM & RAM due

to rule dependency problem
Distributed

ACLs

CAB [75,78] Reactive Partition with buckets using a
decision tree

To mitigate the dependency problem by
partitioning the field space into buckets
and caching rules associated with the

requested buckets.

Distributed
ACLs

Wu et al. [80] Proactive
Forest tree to install a branch of

rules using dynamic programming
(DP) method

To maximize the number of rule hits,
while limiting the number of

cached rules.

Distributed
ACLs

Wang et al. [81] Reactive Decision tree to install a
chunk of rule

Intelligent rule management scheme to
reduce communication overhead

Distributed
ACLs

Wang et al. [34] Reactive and
proactive Hybrid timeout To handle rule dependencies with

flexibly hybrid timeout mechanism
Distributed

ACLs

CRAFT [77] Proactive Two-stage caching architecture
called CRAFT for the flow table

To solve rule dependency problem
using two-stage cache

Distributed
ACLs

IRCR [82] Reactive

In-switch rule caching and
replacement (IRCR) replaces a rule
according to the expected number

of incoming matched flows

To reduce flowtable overflow problem
TCAM

flowtable
management
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Rule caching algorithms cannot blindly choose and cache the most frequently used rules. Hence,
a scheme must be properly designed to choose the most frequently used rule and cache them in the
TCAM flow table. Toward this goal, cover-set (CS) was proposed, and it is built based on the hybrid
switch. CacheFlow in [11,73] was the state of art work to design CS, it leveraged on direct acyclic graph
(DAG) to represent the wildcard rule dependencies problem by splicing a long dependency chain.
CS algorithm creates a small number of new rules that cover many low priority rules that overlapped
with other higher priority rules. Rule weight is used to indicate how frequent the rule is being matched.
Rules with higher weights are considered as heavy-hitting rules, therefore, such rules are cached in the
TCAM flow table while the remaining sets of lower priority rules are forwarded to software switch.
Sheu [73] noted that CacheFlow only considered a contribution value of each un-cached rule to select
the heaviest hitting rules.

In contrast, Sheu [73] proposed accumulated contribution value (ACV) for a set of rules to further
improve the selection of most frequently used rules. The set of related rules that have maximum ACV
are cached in TCAM until full. The work in [31] is another example of the CS algorithm. To some
extent, CS can accommodate a large number of flow rules, but the merit comes with a cost. CS does
not improve the efficiency of TCAM, instead it may increase the chance of flow table overflow as the
number of long chain dependencies increase because of the large number of cover-set rules that must be
stored in TCAM [77]. In addition, the process of forwarding packet to software switch, thereby copying
it back to TCAMs flow table, incurred additional packet processing delay. In general, the weakness
of cover-set and similarly [31,72,73] relies on their inherent architectures, as these solutions require
the installation of software switch for every hardware switch [56] that might need a reorganization
of the network cabling and additional resources to host the software switches [59]. In addition, it is
difficult to determine the optimal number of needed software switches due to performance reasons.
Moreover, forwarding rules that depend on the traffic characteristics must be kept in software switch
kernel memory space, which is also limited. Furthermore, the process of software switches over a
hardware switch increases packet processing delay to consult the controller and install the missing
rules [77]. To this end, a greater number of update operations will be triggered, which also affect the
stability of the systems.

In contrast to cover-set, partition mechanism in the work of [75,77,78], caches flow rules in TCAM
without using additional resources. It divides large dependent rules into sub-set and places the
most frequent rules in the first partition and less frequent one in the second partition. CAB is the
state-of-the-art wildcard rule caching using a partition. Yan et al. [78] used a two-stage flow table
pipelining to address the rule dependency problem. The main idea is to divide the flow rule into many
small logical storages (buckets) and use a decision tree to partition rules. The design tries to ensure
one bucket never overlaps with other buckets, but it is possible for rules to overlap with multiple rules
in different buckets. In the first stage, bucket is cached while in the second stage all associated rules
are stored. CAB can reduce packet processing delay with a better cache hit ratio in the fixed network
and suggest improving the scheme to cope with dynamic traffic patterns as future work. The work
of Li et al. in [77] extends the concept of CAB to introduced CRAFT. This scheme used two-stage
pipelining to reduce the packet processing delay experienced in CacheFlow [11]. Base on experimental
results CRAFT outperforms CacheFlow in terms of hit ratio on average by 30%.

Similarly, [81] uses a decision tree to partition rules as a chunk and reactively installed it at
the switch flow table. When chunks become inactive, it is uninstalled with its associate. Therefore,
wildcard rule caching using partition has improved the TCAM flow table efficiency compared to
cover-set as observed in [31,77]. However, from the work of [75,77,83], regularly partition rules led to
many sub-rule creations, which will consume a lot of switch memory space. Conversely, maintaining
rules in their original shape without splitting them to prevent fragmentation generates a large number
of buckets [31]. In this situation, a single rule may be duplicated in several buckets and therefore a lot
of spaces would be wasted.
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4.5. Machine Learning Techniques

Predicting flow traffic patterns is crucial to select the right flow to be installed in the switch storage
to reduce the large flow entries, which lead to inefficient utilization of the network resource. The main
idea is to provide a way to perform fine-grained network management by identifying different flow
types due to variability exhibit by flows. Therefore, flow classification assists network operators to
handle the better quality of service (QoS) provisioning and resource utilization in a more efficient way.
Network QoS is simply the service level agreed upon to deliver network application to users. It is
usually measured through end to end delay, bandwidth, jitter, and packet loss. There is a need to
efficiently facilitate measuring and configuring such services to meet the users demand. OpenFlow has
built-in data collection modules that can collect statistics of switches, ports, and flows, which are used to
facilitate flow monitoring to maintain the global network knowledge [84,85]. However, other important
metrics such as port utilization, delay, and jitters are not directly available [86]. Port utilization can
be measured by using some statistical method, whereas delay and jitter require an extra feature to
be measured. Therefore, to efficiently preserve QoS provisioning, more intelligence is needed to be
deployed. In this way, machine learning (ML) techniques are applied to extract knowledge from the
statistical traffic flow data gathered by the controller. Thus, leveraging the global network state to
apply ML algorithms in the realm of SDN from the perspective of routing optimization [87], resource
management [83,88], QoS quality of experiences, and traffic classification prediction [82,89] have
gained a lot of researchers’ interest lately, refer Table 5.

Traffic flows can be classified into different QoS categories, whereas prediction techniques are used
to forecast the next traffic expected. To flexibly ensure QoS as well as the quality of experience (QoE),
deep packet inspection (DPI) is very effective and widely used for traffic flow classification due to its
high classification accuracy [3,85]. However, DPI cannot recognize an application whose pattern is not
available, besides it has high computation resources cost because of the need to check all traffics flows.
Moreover, it cannot classify encrypted traffic on the internet [90]. Applying such techniques in large
scale networks with exponential traffic growth make pattern update difficult or even impractical [85,90].
Conversely, ML-based approaches are more effective in recognizing encrypted traffic with much lower
CPU computation cost compared to a DPI-based approach [3,91]. Although ML has lower accuracy, it is
still effective in SDN compared to the legacy network due to network global and intelligence present at
the SDN controller [3,90]. Hence, researchers leverage the controller intelligence to implement the
ML technique. Works have been conducted to classify traffic flows from a different perspective to
adaptively provision QoS and efficiently manage the precious storage resource. Such classification
includes application-aware and elephant-mice flow aware.

The former focuses on identifying different delay-sensitive and non-sensitive application traffic
flows. Such an application required immediate detection and redistribution along the network to
minimize declining SDN QoS policy. However, with the rapid increase of applications on the internet,
it would be impractical to identify all the applications, especially in a large-scale network. The work
of Amaral et al. in [82] developed an OpenFlow-based SDN system to collect statistical data and
classify network traffic flow in an enterprise network. Afterwards, classifier algorithms are applied to
classify traffic flow into different application categories. Similarly, Rossi et al. [89] aimed at devising
a behavioral classification engine to give accurate application-aware traffic while focusing on user
datagram protocol (UDP).

Concerning the latter, it focuses on identifying elephant flow, whose lived-long with high
bandwidth consumption and mice flows that live-short, which are delay-nontolerant flows.
Since elephant flows have high volume in nature, they have a high tendency to fill the flowtable storage.
Such classification is necessary, which can be used by network operators to optimize the usage of the
limited network resources according to their desired QoS. Glick et al. [92] put an ML-based technique to
study flows based on elephant flow-aware at the edge of the network. Thereafter, the controller utilizes
the classification results to implement efficient traffic flow optimization algorithms. Xiao et al. [93]
focused on a cost-sensitive learning method to detect elephant flows. The proposed method comprised
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of two stages: In the former stage focus on head packet measurement to different mice and elephant
flows, while the latter leverages on a decision tree to detect and analyze whether these flows are
genuinely elephant flows or otherwise. Although, SDN approaches can efficiently allocate resources to
different flows the overhead for storing a large volume of flow entries is significant, especially with the
memory scarce.

Table 5. Comparison of machine learning related work to improve flowtable storage.

Related Work Controller
Placement Mode Focus Technique Use Case

Sminesh et al. [77] Proactive Flow monitoring to reduce congestion and
packet loss in SDN

Experimental
validation Routing rules

Amaral et al. [82] Proactive Traffic classification Supervised
learning Routing rules

Rossi et al. [89] UDP flow classification

Support vector
machine

supervised
learning method

Routing rules

Glick et al. [92] Elephant flow-aware traffic classification at
the edge of the network

Machine learning
technique

Traffic flow routing
rules in DC.

Xiao et al. [93] Proactive Learning method to detect elephant
flows in SDN Decision tree Routing rules

Yang et al. [94] Proactive Predict the duration of the flow entry Machine learning
technique

Routing and distributed
ACL rules

FlowMaster [95] Proactive Predict when flow entry becomes stale Probability Routing rules

Al-Fuqaha et al. [83] Proactive
Machine learning techniques to decide the

preserved flow between long-lived
(elephant) and short-lived (mice)

Deep learning
neural network Routing rules

Yang et al. [88] Proactive Classify flows into active and inactive to
decide the right flow to remove intelligently

Machine learning
techniques Routing rules

Liet al. [96] Proactive Q, learning approach to an efficiently select
flow timeout value

Machine learning
techniques Distributed ACL rules

Therefore, it is crucial to determine which flows between short and long live flows with a massive
number of packets will be preserved in the flowtable and which flow entries should be processed
by the controller. This is required to satisfy the goal of which flow between elephant and mice can
reduce both storage and controller overhead while maintaining stable performance. Toward this goal,
the work of Al-Fuqaha et al. [83] proposed an ML-based system that leveraged on two variations of
reinforcement learning (RL) with traditional RL-based algorithm and other deep RL to determine
the right flow to preserve the flowtable between elephant (long-lived) and mice (short-lived) using
deep learning neural network. Yang et al. [94] proposed machine learning-based systmes to decide
the right flow to be deleted. The approach learned from the historical data of flow entries afterward,
it predicts how long entry can last, flow entry with the shortest duration will be the victim. In a similar
effort, FlowMaster [95] predicts when a flow entry becomes stale in order to delete such entry to free
space for next incoming flow. However, FlowMaster assumed flow arrival follows poison distribution,
which may not be truly necessary for practice [88].

For more intelligent flow deletion strategy, the work of Yang et al. [88] proposed smart table
entry eviction for OpenFlow switches (STEREOS). The ML-based approach was used to classify
flow entries as either active or inactive. On this basis, intelligence is used to decide the right flow
to be evicted without having to pay for the storage overhead. Liet al. [96] noted that due to high
storage load, the flowtable is exploited, which in turn affects the performance of the data plane.
Toward this goal, they proposed HQTimer, a Q-learning base for the selection of flow effective timeout
values to improve the performance of the data plane. However, these approaches can offer better
performance in a small–medium scale network, but a dynamic large-scale network may require a
more sophisticated training set, which in turn needs more storage to accommodate more historical
data. While switch storage is scarce, resources and controller CPU is also limited. Considering the
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built-in features in the OpenFlow network and the global networking knowledge of the controller. It is
important to leverage the features and achieve better routing optimization, QoS provision, traffic flow
classification, and network resource management. Therefore, more research work is required with
features selections to predict flows and decide on the right flow to preserve in the switch flowtable in
case of a large-scale network.

5. Challenges and Future Research Direction

The separation of the control plane from the data plane offered many network solutions; however,
it poses many network challenges, among which include overhead, security threat, delay. Similarly,
the limited switch memory also introduces several challenges such as security threat, higher update
operation, which can affect the performance of SDN, especially in large-scale networks. Different efforts
were made in recent years with different solutions for various use cases. Few research works have
discussed the performance of SDN in dynamic and large scale-networks like Telco, where dense traffic
flows are generated regularly. Such an environment is shown to have a massive number of flows
containing a large number of packets at a short time interval. However, switch memory is constrained
and cannot accommodate the required number of flow entries. Managing massive flows with a
large number of packets in the limited switch flowtable remains as one of the challenging researches,
which deserve more research efforts.

5.1. Reactive and Proactive Flow Table Rule Installation

Previous sections have discussed the potentialities of both reactive and proactive flowtable rule
allocation approaches. Table 6 summarizes the challenges associated with each approach. Therefore,
efficient flow rules allocation should combine both reactive and proactive to improve the flowtable
usage and reduce overhead, packet delay. It is recommended that re-routing rules [7] must be completed
within 25 milliseconds (ms) to meet stringent QoS requirements of real-time applications. One way
is to use proactive entries allocation for delay-sensitive application. While non-delay application or
best-effort traffic should benefit from the reactive approach. It will be an interesting area of research to
devise a scheme considering traffic variabilities.

Table 6. Reactive and proactive rule allocation challenges.

Issues Reactive Proactive

Switch flowtable TCAM resource More storage Space limitation

Frequent and dynamic
flowtable network Frequent Less

Packet processing delay High Low

Packet losses Proportional to the usage
of flowtable: low

Proportional to the usage of flowtable.
High may increase the chance of overflow,

which leads to more packet losses

TCAM update operation Less because flows are
installed on demand

Hard with a significant delay because
flow is installed in advance

Controller overhead
Higher overhead because
of the frequent controller

consultation
Less because already installed

Switch overhead Low High

Scalability Scalable for a large
network Scalable for a small network
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5.2. Intelligent Flow Table Management

In large scale networks, a large number of traffic flows are generated more often, which in turn
require corresponding flow rules to be installed, and thus, consumed large storage space. Most of the
existing solutions to address the storage concern have been tested on small scale networks, for example
between (7–28 nodes and 7–43 links) [15]. Thus, these numbers are incomparable to a large number of
devices in a large-scale network environment like Telco, Internet of a Thing (IoT). Machine learning
(ML) techniques are quite effective in resource management (i.e., network components like switches
and controller(s)). However, most of the ML techniques focus on flow classification, flow monitoring.
Little research work focuses on predicting traffic flow for real-time application and best-effort traffic
and decides on which traffic flow to be installed in advance. OpenFlow has built-in data collection,
which stored information about flows such as packet count, byte count. This statistical information
indicates the frequency of traffic flows. Therefore, it will be interesting to devise a scheme that may
leverage on this build in data collection to devise a scheme that will further reduce the flowtable
memory space usage and speed up flow matching rate possibly using fuzzy theory in the selection of
frequently used flow rules to be placed in the flowtable.

5.3. Flow Rule Update Operation

TCAM support exact and wildcard matching rule, in contrast to exact, wildcard rule makes
multiple flows aggregately, thereby reusing entries among different flows, hence, minimized number of
entries and reduce overhead for frequent flow setup request. However, TCAM is slow in flow entries
update operation. As a result, packets incurred significant delays, especially in large-scale networks.
For example, failure recovery has a strict recovery delay requirement to adhere to the carrier-grade
network. As such, minimum number of rule updates are preferable in network with a large number
of devices. Single switch rules update has received some attention; however, multi-switch flowtable
update received little attention. A further analytical model is required to investigate and reduce the
packet processing delay mainly caused by the update operation. It will be an interesting research to
leverage on multiple flow table pipelining features to flexibly devise a multi-switch flowtable rule
update optimization scheme to further reduce the update delay.

6. Conclusions

Software defined networking is an emerging paradigm that offers network flexibility and
management of flows. This flexibility comes at the cost of smaller flowtable capacity, which introduces
switch and controller overhead concern. To this end, it is important to improve the efficiency of the
limited flow table, thereby reducing the controller and switch overhead. In this way, this survey
presents the state-of-the-art pieces of work with different solutions to improve the limited flowtable,
which in turn introduces SDN performance concern. Other possible ways are to explore the use of
fuzzy theory and machine learning techniques in selecting the frequent flow entries to be preserved
in the flow table. Therefore, challenges have been identified in this paper, which include update
operation, resource limitations, communication overhead, and packet processing delay. Ideas and
solutions to decisively address these concerns were discussed, and finally, potential research direction
was pointed out. Thus, more research work is required to address the remaining gaps.
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